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This updated and revised bilingual dictionary is pocket-sized and easy to use. Students can slip it

into backpacks and travelers can fit it in carry-on bags for air travel or satchels for use at their

destinations. Abridged from Barron's comprehensive, full-size Bilingual Dictionary, this book

contains approximately 70,000 words presented in two separate sections. Readers will

find:American-style English to Spanish and translations from Spanish to American-style

EnglishEach headword is listed with its translation, part of speech, and pronunciationPhrases follow

each definition using headwords in standard contextsSeparate bilingual lists present numerals,

abbreviations, and more.The addition of new words for computers, the Internet, and information

technologyFree downloadable bilingual electronic dictionary available for your PC or MacCompiled

and edited by a team of native bilingual speakers, these books are an up-to-date and virtually

indispensable linguistic tool.
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I bought this specific dictionary because I already own the French version, which is magnificent. I

was not disappointed with this one either. Whether you need it for a Spanish class or simply for

quick reference, I would definitely recommend this one. It is easy to use AND it comes with a free

downloadable version for your computer.



I purchased Rosetta Stone - Spanish Language Course- (from another supplier) . If anyone tries to

do that course without a plethora of dictionaries and Spanish verb books - FORGET IT - you will not

succeed. I purchased this dictionary to help me with the words that the course throws out at you as

you progress. Without it you will try and do the foreign language course not understanding the

meaning of half of the words they put out during the course.I also found myself having to buy

Barron's Spanish Verbs, (from ) and McGraw-Hill's Spanish Student Dictionary (from ) and to top it

off Madrigal's Magic Key to Spanish (also from ).Therefore in short if you are considering doing a

foreign language course in Spanish do not try and start without at least this pocket dictionary in your

arsenal!

Perfect dictionary for those who need to talk to one another who don't know each others language. I

got this for my son's wedding because his in-laws only spoke Spanish. Really helped me. I highly

recommend this dictionary.

I ordered this book thinking it would help me with some of our Spanish speaking patients at the

nursing home where I work. It seems to be a good book, but a little larger than I was looking for.

Ordered a smaller sized one with simpler words and phrases that I can carry with me. Not a bad

book, just not what I was looking for. I will keep it, I'm sure one of the grandkids can use it for

school.

Although its purpose is fairly straightforward, I'm very pleased with this dictionary. It's got a wide

enough vocabulary to be sufficient for my studies (Though I'm only in my first semester of Spanish),

it has high-quality paper and doesn't feel cheap, and it's just the right size to easily fit in a backpack

- it's about 2" thick, but only about 6" x 4" dimensions for the cover. I read reviews for a few other

Spanish-English dictionaries before making my purchase, and seeing as how Barron's usually does

very well with their academic materials, I was unsurprisingly very pleased with this purchase.

This is very heavy but extensive. You can find any word in here. It is heavy!! Not something you'd

put in your purse or backpack but great as a home resource.

Smaller than I expected but I guess I missed the dimensions. Otherwise this is a handy dictionary.

I think it's a stretch to call it a pocket dictionary. It's rather thick.
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